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“Responsible for Hundreds of Thousands of American
Deaths”; Calls Mount for Accountability From Fauci, FDA’s
Woodcock

AP Images

Calls are increasing for investigations into
Dr. Anthony Fauci’s intentional suppression
of inexpensive and easily accessible, life-
saving treatments for COVID-19.

“If you put [hydroxychloroquine] back out
there [as a therapeutic that could work], it’s
quite evident that Dr. Fauci, Dr. Woodcock,
Rick Bright, are responsible for hundreds of
thousands of American deaths,” declared
infectious disease expert Dr. Steven Hatfill
on Tuesday, April 13, in a damning interview
with Steven Bannon on the War Room.

Conveyed Hatfill, “[They were] causing this
drug [HCQ] to pick up a bad name, by leaks
to the press that were inaccurate about the
drug and its safety margin. It was fostered;
they didn’t want competition for the
vaccines. There’s no other rational
conclusion for what happened.”

So-called trials released back in May 2020, claiming people were dying from HCQ, led physicians and
pharmacists to refuse to prescribe or fill HCQ. Americans bought the lie that HCQ would hurt them
maybe as badly as the virus itself. Later, these studies were retracted, as it was discovered that
allegedly lethal doses of HCQ were being administered to patients, and people were not dying from
HCQ.

Today, over 232 clinical trials have been conducted confirming the success of HCQ when administered
at the early onset of infection, i.e., within five days of a patient feeling ill, and when combined with zinc,
ivermectin, and azithromycin.

Credibly researched papers are also surfacing to demonstrate that Fauci, director of the National
Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases (NIAID), among others, misled the American people,
especially about HCQ.

Two such reports include Dr. Peter Breggin’s “Dr. Fauci’s COVID-19 Treachery,” and Dr. David E.
Martin’s “The Fauci/COVID-19 Dossier,” in which the author alleges “numerous criminal violations” by
Fauci, the CDC, and others “that may be associated with the COVID-19 terrorism.” A segment from
Martin’s paper reads:

Using the power of NIAID during the alleged pandemic, Dr. Anthony Fauci actively
suppressed proven medical countermeasures used by, and validated in scientific
proceedings, that offered alternatives to the products funded by his conspiring entities for
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which he had provided direct funding and for whom he would receive tangible and
intangible benefit.…

Dr. Hatfill stressed that “HCQ is proven to be effective and costs roughly 60 cents per pill.” Yet had the
successful treatment been promoted or advocated, Dr. Fauci and FDA Commissioner Janet Woodcock
would not have been allowed to expedite COVID-19 vaccines.

Death by Politics

Back in July 2020, when Americans were already four months into the government’s lockdown cure to a
vastly misunderstood virus, another esteemed physician, New York primary care doctor Vladimir “Zev”
Zelenko, started speaking out about the benefits of HCQ and the success of what he’s termed the
#ZelenkoProtocol.

In an interview with Highwire host Del Bigtree, Dr. Zelenko argued that “People are not dying from
COVID-19; they are dying by politics.”

As the global medical establishment recommended mandatory quarantines of both the healthy and the
high-risk, and many governments implemented the advice, the price has been devastating —
impoverishment, depression, drug use, suicide, abuse, and children foregoing an education.

Thankfully, early on, a few good physicians, such as Dr. Zelenko, had begun urgently investigating
treatments that turned out to work.

“Countries like China and South Korea, they were the first to see the virus,” explained the doctor, who
has operated his own private practice for more than three decades. “And they were using
hydroxychloroquine (HCQ) and zinc…. Also, France’s Dr. Didier Raoult saw some success with HCQ,
azithromycin, and zinc.”

“HCQ is 65 years old and used by millions of people for rheumatoid arthritis, malaria, and as
prophylactics,” he emphasized. “I knew its safety profile; it’s given to pregnant women, children.…  I
am very comfortable giving this drug. Zinc is a simple mineral. I didn’t see any problem using all of
these FDA-approved medications in a novel way.”

Yet from the beginning, top White House medical advisors, such as Dr. Fauci, aided and abetted by a
biased mainstream media, began pushing back on the use of these common, low-cost treatments. The
false narrative that HCQ was unsafe was fervently perpetuated by these “experts.” Fauci and others
heightened their message, fueling the controversy around HCQ, after former president Donald Trump
admitted he was taking the drug with zinc as a prophylactic.

Dr. Zelenko’s approach — a combination of HCQ, zinc, and azithromycin — saw an incredibly good
result: “two deaths out of 800 in the high-risk category.”

Since even before the first COVID-19 infection was detected in the United States, in a nursing home in
Kirkland, Washington, doctors around the world have studied the enormous benefit of using HCQ to
fight the virus. They have been called to action to inform citizens, government officials, and physicians
that denying HCQ to a patient should be considered malpractice. Yet the fearmongering narrative of the
mainstream media and “experts,” such as Fauci and Woodcock, denounced these findings and censored
these ideas as “misinformation.”

It is the “arrogance of the elite who are monopolizing the flow of information. Their opinions matter and
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they consider our opinions not valid. That is such a level of arrogance,” remarked Dr. Zelenko.

As radio talk-show host Dennis Prager has boldly stated for the past year:

These drugs (along with zinc), which are as safe as any medicines humanity has taken in the
last half-century, should have been almost universally used to treat COVID-19 patients as
soon as those patients showed symptoms or tested positive — and even as a prophylactic to
prevent or minimize the effects of the illness in the first place. If they had been, it is likely
that tens, maybe hundreds, of thousands of those who died of the virus would have lived.
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